Ford f150 cruise control

Eight problems related to cruise control have been reported for the Ford F The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
the Ford F based on all problems reported for the F This has happened 5 times. When starting
to take off in low speeds, mph, the transmission will slip into neutral then into first slowing the
truck down rapidly. Also, while travelling at highway speeds on cruise control, the vehicle will
drop to 5th gear and the speedometer will drop to 0, the odometer and all display panel shows
nothing, the cruise will not work, and the airbag light comes on. While the vehicle was in motion
the truck suddenly downshifted and caused the engine to rev to max rpms. This resulted in a
sudden jolt of the entire vehicle and rapid deceleration. Vehicles traveling behind me had to
slam their brakes to narrowly avoid rear ending me because the truck slowed down so suddenly
and with no brake lights as a warning. On several occasions in the last 2 days since this
happened, the speedometer has acted erratically by going up and down from 0 to highway
speed of 60mph while I was traveling with cruise control set at The transmission seems to shift
erratically into a gear that would match the speed of where the speedometer indicates even
though the true speed is 60mph. These sudden down shifts seem to have damaged my
transmission because the truck now has issues going into gear from a stop and will rev to over
rpm without shifting into 1st gear to start moving. Once it's moving, the transmission often
shifts erratically when the speedometer acts up. I will not drive the truck anymore except to
have it repaired because it is too dangerous. When the truck was in cruise control, the engine
started randomly downshifting all the way to 1st gard. Speedometer, odometer, cruise control,
blinker control, and transmission shifting quits working. Believe it's the transmission lead frame
causing the problem like in the and f's. Truck was having issues with randomly disengaging
from cruise control, loss of power from a stop, and erratic downshifting. On the highway the
cruise control would disengage, speedometer would go to 0 then back to its actual speed. When
cruising around 45mph truck downshifted for no reason causing a loud clunking sound, this
happened twice consecutively. Took is to simmons rockwell to get it diagnosed, after I had
already researched the issue and knew what it was, and they replaced the molded lead frame in
the transmission. I was just reading an article which stated that the NHTSA may order another
recall which would include the model. Driving on interstate at roughly 70 mph with cruise
control engaged, truck lost power and started to coast. Speedometer swept to 0 indicated
speed, tachometer indicated engine at idle speed, around rpm, while coasting from 70 mph
slowing to roughly 40 mph. Vehicle regained powered drive briefly then again lost power and
coasted. After resuming coasting, the back tires then breifly locked up, vehicle shuddered, then
resumed coasting. Extremely dangerous as vehicle being driven in traffic on interstate and
became nearly uncontrollable. Explanation from dealer service department was that the wiring
harness from transmission to ecu passes through firewall through a grommet that is known to
fail. The wiring chafes and causes a short and the transmission to malfunction. Apparently a
TSB is issued for repair at customer's expense per dealer but I have not been able to find it.
This appears to be a proverbial ticking timebomb for f owners and should absolutely be subject
to a recall. Consumer writes in regards to airbag system, cruise control system and other
electrical issues. The consumer stated he returned the vehicle to the dealer twice, for the
issues. The dealer failed to identify any electrical faults in the air bag system. A month later,
during service on the air bags, the horn failed to operate. Vehicle is getting way below estimated
mpg. Truck is barely getting 16 mpg while the false advertisement says the truck will get mpg.
This is a brand new truck and has those far shown false advertisement in gas mileage. Along
with the mpg, when in cruise control the transmission down shifts all the way down to 2nd gear
while driving at 50 mpg leaving the rpms at a high rate when it down shift. There is something
wrong with the way this truck down shifts in cruise control. This needs to be looked into as this
is not the way a 50k plus truck should be driving or the false representation of the mpg that
Ford has claimed. If I had knew the mpg would have been this bad I would have considered a
different vehicle. Car Problems. Cruise Control problem 1. Cruise Control problem 2. Cruise
Control problem 3. Cruise Control problem 4. Cruise Control problem 5. Cruise Control problem
6. Cruise Control problem 7. Cruise Control problem 8. Vehicle Speed Control problems Vehicle
Speed Control problems. Speed Sensor problems. Car Accelerates On Its Own problems. Speed
Control Cable problems. Car Throttle Stuck problems. Adaptive cruise control ACC is an
available cruise control advanced driver-assistance system for road vehicles that automatically
adjusts the vehicle speed to maintain a safe distance from vehicles ahead. As of , it is also
called by 20 unique names that describe that basic functionality. This is also known as Dynamic
cruise control. Control is based on sensor information from on-board sensors. Such systems
may use a radar or laser sensor or a camera setup allowing the vehicle to brake when it detects
the car is approaching another vehicle ahead, then accelerate when traffic allows it to. ACC
technology is widely regarded as a key component of future generations of intelligent cars.

They impact driver safety and convenience as well as increasing road capacity by maintaining
optimal separation between vehicles and reducing driver errors. Vehicles with autonomous
cruise control are considered a Level 1 autonomous car , as defined by SAE International.
Adaptive cruise control does not provide full autonomy: the system only provides some help to
the driver, but does not drive the car by itself. Laser -based systems do not detect and track
vehicles in adverse weather conditions nor do they reliably track dirty and therefore
non-reflective vehicles. Laser-based sensors must be exposed, the sensor a fairly large black
box is typically found in the lower grille, offset to one side. Radar-based sensors can be hidden
behind plastic fascias; however, the fascias may look different from a vehicle without the
feature. For example, Mercedes-Benz packages the radar behind the upper grille in the center
and behind a solid plastic panel that has painted slats to simulate the look of the rest of the
grille. Single radar systems are the most common. Systems involving multiple sensors use
either two similar hardware sensors like the Audi A8 [39] or the Volkswagen Touareg , [40] or
one central long range radar coupled with two short radar sensors placed on the corners of the
vehicle like the BMW 5 and 6 series. A more recent development is the binocular computer
vision system, such as that introduced to the US market in model year by Subaru. These
systems have front-facing video cameras mounted on either side of the rear view mirror and use
digital processing to extract depth information from the parallax between the two cameras'
views. Also in certain cars it is incorporated with a lane maintaining system which provides a
power steering assist to reduce steering input burden on corners when the cruise control
system is activated. GPS data can inform the system of geographic features such as a freeway
offramp. This could allow a following car to interpret a turn signal by an exit as not requiring the
following car to slow down, as the leading car will exit. Predictive systems modify vehicle speed
based on predictions of other vehicles' behavior. Such systems can make earlier, more
moderate adjustments to the predicted behavior, improving safety and passenger comfort. One
example is to predict the likelihood of a vehicle in a neighbouring lane moving in front of the
controlled vehicle. One system predicts a lane change up to five seconds before it occurs.
Adaptive cruise control is regulated by european norm ISO Intelligent transport systems â€”
Adaptive cruise control systems â€” Performance requirements and test procedures [43].
According to this standard, an ACC is a partial automation of the longitudinal vehicle control to
reduce of the workload of the driver on roads were non motorized vehicles and pedestrian are
prohibited. It does not deal with stationary objects [44]. Motor Authority Review [45]. Active
Cruise Control [51]. Distronic Plus could now completely halt the car if necessary on most
sedans. In an episode of Top Gear , Jeremy Clarkson demonstrated the effectiveness of the
system by coming to a complete halt from motorway speeds to a round-about and getting out,
without touching the pedals. In , Mercedes introduced Active Brake Assist 4, the first
emergency braking assistant with pedestrian recognition. One crash caused by Distronic Plus
dates to , when German news magazine " Stern " was testing Mercedes' original Distronic
system. During the test, the system did not always manage to brake in time. Later iterations
received an upgraded radar and other sensors, which are not disrupted by a metallic
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